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1. Consider the following sticky price New-Keynesian model. 

An: EtCYt+l) = Yt + o-[it- Et(1l't+t)] 

AS: 1l't = PEtCrrt+l) + KYt 

Taylor rule: it = l/>n:TCt + Xt 

Shock: Xt· = PxXt-1 + Et, Px < 1 (35) 

(a) Write down the model in matrix notation. (5) 

(b) What is Taylor principle and why Taylor principle is required to be satisfied in the 

sticky price model? (1+2) 

(c) Write down the dynamics of output and inflation assuming Taylor principle is 

satisfied. (1 0) 

(d) Show that the model does not f(lllow the monetary neutrality. (2) 

(e) Explain graphically why this model fails to follow monetary neutrality. (5) 

(f) What happens if fl = 1? (5) 

(g) What happens if ¢rr = 0 (5) 

2. Consider a 1\UU model without uncertainty. (20) 

Utility: u = L~o pt [log(ct) + xtog(mt)] 

(a) Write down the budget constraint of the individual and the Bellman equation. (5) 

(b) Derive the first order conditions for consumption, bond; capital and money. (5) 

(c) Find out the steady state capital stock, consumption and nominal interest rate (5) 

(d) Show that money is superneutral in this model. (5) 

3. Consider the following model. 

AD: Et(Yt+1) = Yt + o-[it - Et(1l't+1)] 

AS: 1Tt = PEt(1lt+1) + KYt + et 

L F, . · L 1 E "'m pi ( z 1 ·> ) · oss unction: t = 2 t L.t=O 1Tt+i + AYt+i/ 

Suppiy Shock: et = Peet-l ··;- Et, PeE [u, i] (3uJ 
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(a) FiJ1d out the. optimal dynamics of output and inflation under commitment/timeless 

persp~ctive 0'0) 

(b) Find the same under .discretion. (S) 

(c) Explain the problem of time inconsistency, under the policy of ~ptimal 

commitment (5) 

· · (d) Find the optimal solution under commitment to a :rvle and compare it with the 
~ I · solution under discretion. (I 0) 

4. Consider th~ CIA model without uncertainty. (lS) 

(a) Write down the budget constraint and liquidity c~onstraint oftl1e individual (2) 
' . 

(b) Write· down the. Bellman equati()n (3) 

(c) Derive the first order condition for consumption •. bond, capital and money ( 5) 

(d) Explain liquidity trap using the model (5) 
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